
1969 VINTAGE



INTRODUCTION

To name each model, we looked back in time to find 
important moments in the history of horology to 

aknowledge those milestones

1969 changed everything. I was the year the world’s 
first Quartz watch was released - and this new type of 

movemnet changed the watch industri completely. This 
movement rewrote horologic history with its 

remarkable accuracy, smaller size, while at the same 
time making wristwatches affordable

Our first unisex collection is designed around such 
Quartz movement, togther with vintage details in form 

of a slightly curved dial and a super-domed glass. 
combining this with a “humble” dream of creating yet 
another historical impact, we named this timepiece 

1969 Vintage

For us, Vintage is not just a reference of style
- it is the journey to becoming it.

The journey (life) wil take you through
eventfull moments and memorable days to 

occasions that change your whole perspective.

We hope that one day your About Vintage watch will
help you bring back memories of the special times in 

your life.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Caliber:  Ronda 763, Quartz - Swiss Caliber
Battery:   SR927W (Life: 40 month)
Glass:  Super-Domed sapphire Glass 
Water Resistance: 3.ATM – Water tested to 30 meters. Suitable for   
  showering or swimming in shallow water. 
  (without leather strap).

HOW TO SET  TIME
1. Pull out the crown to the second click position.
2. Turn the crown to set hour and minute hands.
3. Push the crown back into the normal position.
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